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New concepts

Although multiple resonance (MR)-emitters have flourished in the recent years, blue organic 
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) based on nitrogen-carbonyl-containing (N-CO) MR-emitters are still in a 
bottleneck situation. Many of the reported N-CO MR-emitters have limited structural diversity and 
typically adopt plane or [4]helicene structures, suffering from insufficient exciton utilization and 
unsatisfactory OLED performance. Thus, the development of advanced N-CO MR-core via a rational 
molecular engineering approach is urgently demanded yet a challenging task. Herein, we disclose a 
phenyl-embedded molecular design strategy to adjust the molecular curvature and achieve the 
improvement of N-CO MR-emitters without substituent modification. According to the geometry 
engineering, the introduction of bridged-phenyl ring in MR-core contributes to enhance 
photoluminescence quantum yield and decrease singlet-triplet energy gap simultaneously, which 
enables to assemble high-performance narrowband blue OLEDs with increased efficiency and reduced 
efficiency roll-off. This work not only provides a new avenue for the design of highly efficient 
MR-emitters, but also exemplifies the crucial role of molecule geometry in organic fluorophores.
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The geometry of molecular skeleton is of importance for the 

property regulation of organic electronic materials. Herein, we 

present a phenyl-embedded molecular design strategy to adjust 

the molecular curvature and achieve the improvement of blue 

multiple resonance (MR)-emitters. The introduction of bridged 

phenyl contributes to highly twisted saddle skeleton and the 

separation of frontier molecular orbitals, which are beneficial for 

the increase of photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) as well 

as the decrease of singlet-triplet energy gap -2EST). Consequently, 

hp-BQAO features accelerated reverse intersystem crossing rate 

and suppressed non-radiative decay rate simultaneously, which 

enables to assemble high-performance narrowband blue OLEDs 

with record-high external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 24.1% for 

the blue OLED devices exploiting nitrogen-carbonyl-containing 

MR-emitters without sensitizers.

Introduction 

Over past decades, polycyclic heteroaromatic molecules 

(PHAs) have attracted immense research interest in the realm 

of material science due to their unique stability and tunable 

photophysical properties.1 In 2019, Jiang and co-workers first 

employed quinolino[3,2,1-de]acridine-5,9-dione (QAO) as the 

thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) emitter in 

organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) (Fig. 1).2 Benefitting from 

the distinctive electronic effect from the oppositely positioned 

carbonyl groups and nitrogen atom in this rigid PHA 

framework, the relaxation of molecules can be restricted and 

the frontier molecular orbital (FMO) distributions can be well-

separated, which are similar to those of the boron-nitrogen-

containing (B-N) multiple resonance (MR)-emitters.3 The OLED 

using the QAO as the emitter exhibits a maximum external 

quantum efficiency (EQEmax) of 19.4% as well as a narrow 

spectrum with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 39 

nm. This pioneering work demonstrates the huge potential of 

nitrogen-carbonyl-containing (N-CO) MR-backbone for 

narrowband electroluminescence (EL).4

Although MR-emitters have flourished in the recent years, 

which cover a wide visible color, blue OLEDs based on N-CO 

MR-emitters are still in a bottleneck situation and the EQE 

values are still hovering around 20%.2,5,6 As many of the 

reported N-CO MR-emitters have limited structural diversity 

and typically adopt plane or [4]helicene structures (Fig. 1), 

they are at risk of exciton quenching or excimer formation due 

to strong intermolecular interaction. Besides, the planar 

skeletons are not beneficial for the localization of FMOs 

distributions, which generally enlarge the singlet-triplet energy 

gap 'HEST).7 These factors lead to insufficient exciton utilization 

and unsatisfactory OLED performance. Although tremendous 

efforts have been devoted, there exist only few examples 

about the highly efficient blue N-CO MR-emitters up to now.5,8 

Thus, the development of advanced N-CO MR-core via a 

rational molecular engineering approach is urgently demanded 

yet challenging.

From the viewpoint of molecular design, the geometry of 

molecular skeleton is of importance for the property 

regulation of OLED emitters and embedding phenyl rings into 

PHAs judiciously would have a strong effect on the molecular 

geometry,7,9 which may give a new avenue for the 

development of blue N-CO MR-core. Herein, we wish to 

disclose a phenyl-embedded molecular design strategy to 

adjust the molecular curvature and achieve the improvement 

of blue N-CO MR-emitters. In the hope of increasing the twist 

angle of QAO backbone to alleviate exciton quenching in 

aggregated state, we designed the phenyl-fused derivatives, 

[5]he-BQAO and [6]he-BQAO (Fig. 1). Furthermore, inspired by 

our medium-ring strategy,10 we introduced a bridged phenyl to 

construct hp-BQAO containing a twisted heptagonal unit. The 

theoretical calculation unveils that the embedded phenyl rings 

alter the geometry of molecule structure as well as the 

distributions of FMOs while maintaining energy level. The twist 

angles of pe-QAO, QAO, [5]he-BQAO, [6]he-BQAO and hp-

BQAO showcase a gradually increased tendency, which would 

be beneficial for the mitigation of non-radiative energy loss 

and the enhancement of photoluminescence quantum yield 

(PLQY). In particular, the FMOs of hp-BQAO are well-

separated, thus potentially resulting in a small HEST.
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Fig. 1 Geometry engineering for N-CO MR-core.

Results and discussion 

With the design strategy in hand, the synthesis of [5]he-BQAO, 

[6]he-BQAO and hp-BQAO was conducted and displayed in 

Scheme 1 and Scheme S1. For the synthesis of phenyl-fused 

helicene molecules, considering the large steric hindrance of 

the intermediates, the Buchwald–Hartwig amination reaction 

was a priority procedure to obtain the key precursor 3. Then it 

was transformed to triarylamine derivatives via the Ullmann 

reaction and the subsequent hydrolysis and cyclization 

reactions smoothly furnished [5]he-BQAO and [6]he-BQAO. 

For the synthesis of phenyl-bridged molecule, employing the 

tribenzo[b,d,f]azepine (9, TBA) fragment as substrate, which 

was constructed efficiently via dual cross-coupling reactions 
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